
Transients in Mechanical Systems

By J. T. MULLER

Introduction

A study of the response of an electrical network or system to the input

of transients in the form of short-duration pulses is an accepted method of

analysis of the network. By comparing the input and the output, conclu-

sions may be drawn as to the respective merit of the various components.

Until recently similar procedures were only of academic interest with

mechanical systems. However, the tests for mechanical ruggedness, which

are required of electronic gear in order to pass specifications for the armed

forces, are an example of the appUcation of transients to a mechanical sys-

tem. These tests are known as High Impact Shock Tests.

A basic part of an electrical system is a damped resonant network consist-

ing of an inductance, a capacitance and a resistance. A mass, a spring and

a friction device is the equivalent mechanical network called a simple me-

chanical system and a combination of such networks is a general mechanical

system. It is, of course, advantageous to keep the mechanical system as

simple as possible without detracting from the general usefulness of the

results obtained.

The problems here considered are pertinent to a system which is essen-

tially made up of a supporting structure or table and a resilient mounting

array bearing the equipment (e.g. electronic gear) which is vulnerable to

shock. (See Fig. 1.)

A shock is the physical manifestation of the transfer of mechanical energy

from one body to another during an extremely short interval of time. The

order of magnitude of the time interval is milliseconds and quite frequently

fractions of a millisecond.

The system is excited by administering large spurts of mechanical energy

to the supporting table. The manner in which this energy is supplied to the

base and the way it is dissipated through the system are the subjects of this

paper.

The energy transfer to the supporting table is accomplished by the use

of huge hammers which strike the anvil with controllable speeds. The

action is assumed to be similar to that of an explosion, particularly to an

underwater explosion at close range or a near-miss. As to the real compar-

ison between the two, the reader is referred to the various manuscripts

published by the Bureau of Ships. This particular phase of the subject is
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considered outside the scope of this paper, except for the following brief

statement:

Both actions fit the definition of shock stated above and the difference be-

tween the two is one of size and not of kind.

Shocks are transients and are conveniently treated by a branch of mathe-

matics which is adapted to the solution of problems of this kind; viz, the

Laplace Transforms, and the reader is referred to Gardner and Barnes,

"Transients in Linear Systems." The nomenclature used here is identical

to that of those authors.

RESILIENT
MOUNTING ARRAY
(STIFFNESS, k)

Fig. 1—Schematic layout of shock niachini:, i

The manuscript consists of two parts: In the lirst, the energy transfer to

the base is considered. We are deahng here with rigid bodies; consequently

with very small transient displacements and very large forces. These are

usually referred to as impact forces or impulses and four such functions of

force and time are discussed. Displacements with associated velocities re-

sult from the action of impulses on the base.

The second part deals with the effect of these displacements on the shock-

mounted equipment. Although the mathematical procedure is identical to

the first part, here we deal with a function of displacement and time. There

is no specific name for such a relationship but a suggestive term is "whip."

However, the pulse functions represented are the same as those of the force

and time function.

It is assumed that the displacement-time pulse is independent of the subse-

quent motion of the mass.

In considering any kind of shock problem we have the following funda-

mental considerations:
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First, we shall want to know the magnitude of the shock present in the

base or supporting structure; this will be called the "excitation."

Secondj the behavior of the resilient medium interposed between the

shock-producing base and the equipment. It is sometimes expressed as the

coupUng. We shall use the term Iraiisinission.

Third, the resulting disturbance of the equipment caused by the trans-

mitted shock, which we will call the response.

The three functions do not exist independently, but are mathematically

related. For a clearer understanding of shock phenomena it is perhaps

helpful to fix in one's mind the idea that the response of a system is com-

pletely dependent upon the transmission function.

To use an electrical analogue, the voltage ei (/) impressed upon a system

produces an output voltage e^ (/) which is completely defined by the trans-

mission function. For instance, if this transmission function represents a

filter of some kind with given boundaries, then it is to be expected that the

response of £2 (i) is completely changed outside these limits and could even

be zero. The same train of thought will hold for mechanical systems. Here

the transmission function is mostly represented by the stiffness or the com-

pliance. For a completely rigid medium the stiffness would be infinite and

the input and output would be alike; in other words, a force applied to the

base would appear at the equipment. This is a theoretical case because no

material is perfectly rigid. Though some materials are more rigid than

others they will all give if the force applied is big enough. Now the forces

associated with a shock are almost always of considerable magnitude so that

the stiffness of a material becomes significant.

As the stiffness diminishes the response changes and may appear to be

quite different from the input. As far as the transmissibility of forces is

concerned, the reader is reminded that a force is always accompanied by a

reaction. The forces which put the base into motion cannot be transmitted

by a soft material hke rubber, unless it is compressed to extremely high

values, and thus produce an equally large reactive force.

PART I

Analysis of The ExcrTATro>r of the Ease

By recording the motions of the base, we obtain time-displacement curves

as shown in Fig. 2. The method of recording has been done by means of

high-speed motion pictures fat the Whippany testing laboratory using a

Fastex) and by using strain gages (at the Annapolis Engineering Experiment

Station).

The test equipments are fundamentally mechanical impact producing

machines. For technical details and description of the machines the reader
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is referred to the various test specifications by the Bureau of Ships (as, for

example, Spec. 40T9).

The characteristic of an impact is the transfer of mechanicaL energy from

one mass to another in a relatively short time. The corresponding force as

function of time is called an impulse, henceforth indicated as F{l). A study

of the pulse functions has suggested some probable theoretical shapes of F(l)

which could cover a wide variety of conditions. These pulse functions will

be used for force-time functions as well as displacement-time-functions and

it will be shown that the results are surprisingly similar.

We will let these pulses operate on the base with mass mi and calculate and

plot the resulting time displacement curves. Since an impulse is associated
2

with energy transfer, it must be a function of —- . From the point of view

MnillllllllMllllllllllllllllillllllMIIIIIiniMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINI

TIME ^ ~A\<-2 MILLISECONDS

Fig. 2—Time displacement record of medium high impact machine.

of shock action, the final velocity i' is extremely important, for it is this

velocity which will determine the displacement and acceleration of the

shock-mounted equipment.

To distinguish the various applications of the pulse functions, the follow-

ing notations are adopted:

j{t) represents any functions of t, without reference to its dimensional

magnitude. The transform of/(0 is indicated by F{s).

x{t) represents a function of t when it is a displacement of the mazs m
only. The transform is indicated by X{s).

xi(/) represents a function of / when it is a displacement of the base (with

mass mi) only. The transform is indicated by Xi{s).

F{t) represents a function of i when it is a force applied to the base. The

transform is indicated by Fo(s).

Since Xi(t) and F{t) are input functions, they may be represented by the

same type pulse, in which case the transforms are alike, i.e., F{s) = Xi{s) =

Fo(s).

Figure 3A, a rectangular pulse, is the simplest form.

Figure 3B is a triangular pulse, /(O, reaching a peak and returning to zero

in a Hnear manner.
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Figure 3C consists of one-half cycle of a sine wave.

Figure 3D is a cosine pulse of one-cycle duration and is shifted along the V
axis an amount equal to the amplitude.

These are the pulses to be used in the problems under consideration.

If they represent a force as it varies with time then it is said that F{t)

represents a particular pulse. The Laplace transform of F(t) is given as

^o(s), ^o(^) being some function in the complex domain. It is outside the

scope of thii paper to prove or show the mathematical technique in ob-

taining the transforms which produce Fo(s). We will present them here for

future reference.

TIME = t

Fig. 3—Four pulses.

The Laplace transform for a very short pulse is

F(s) = Ar (1.01)

and is a pulse which has a finite area but the time interval of which is

approaching zero.

For a square pulse with finite time interval and magnitude a (hereafter

referred to as pulse amplitude) it is

-fcs

F{s) = a
1 - e"

:i.02)

For a triangular pulse

For a sine pulse

F(s) - aa)o

s^-\-oyl
(1 ^ ,-"'n

(1.03)

(1.04)
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For a shifted cosine pulse

Hs) = .-

2s(s^ + icl)

(1 - e'"""^) (1.05)

Suppose we let an impulse, and to take a specific example, a triangular

impulse, operate on a mass nii. We have

in which

7'' = HJiflo

F = F(/) = force in lbs.

nil = mass in slugs

Oo = .vi — acceleration in ft/sec

Let i'[.ri(/)] - X,{s) = X\

then

the it* transform of a triangular pulse F{t) is

b \ sC-^)'
= Us)

Substituting

A'l =
niib s^ a-^1

The inverse transform is

a I n - i

7}2lb S'\ s

)):\0 s- \ s

The solution of l.OQ

a Ip
mxb\\

(I - 2bf

(1.06)

(1.07)

(1.08)

(i.oy)

wi 6 6 6 6
u{l - 26)

j

- (1.10)

After the impulse is over, i.e., for values of / > 2b, 1.10 becomes

.ri(/) = '^h{t- b)
nil

(1.11)
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and the final velocity is

— b. (1.12)

which represents the area of the impulse divided by the mass.

Similarly we find f{)r the very short square impulse

.n - '-^'t (1.13)

For the square impulse of finite time interval b

For the sine impulse

:i.i4)

-r. = ^0- f) ' (1.15)

For the shifted cosine impulse

X, = A^
(/. - ^) (1.16)

The velocity is the term preceding the term in parenthesis.

In the five examples mentioned, we find that this velocity is -prnporlional

(o the area oj the impulse curve and inversely proportional to the mass. All

expressions contain the factor — and, since a is the maximum force present,

this expression represents the maximum acceleration and it is this value

which is so frequently mentioned when discussing the actions on the shock

table.

For instance, from ftcords we have determined approximate values for

the time interval during which the energy transfer from hammer to the table

takes place. The high-speed motion pictures are taken at the rate of 4,000

to 5,000 frames per second, which means an average elapsed time of .22

milliseconds or 220 microseconds. The energy transfer occurs within this

time interval, because the rate of increase of the displacement from frame

1

to frame is constant. The exposure time of one frame is .W^r, second or 83

microseconds. If the anvil moved within this time there would be evidence

of blurring. Since we have been unable to detect any blurring, we may state

that transfer is less than 220;us yet more than SO/iS.

Let us assume it to be lOO/iS. That means a pulse width of 2b = lOOfxs.

(See Fig. 3.)
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If

— = flo = acceleration,
m\

then

ah ,

V = — = aaO

For a 2000-ft. pound shock the table speed v is approximately 7 ft./sec.

Substituting, we find for Oo or the acceleration

7 = flo X .00005

or do = 140.000 ft./sec.^

Ofl = 4400 "g"s

This is about the order of magnitude which the accelerometers have

recorded.

The important conclusion we draw from this is that the acceleration and

its time interval combine to produce a velocity of the base which is a com-

plete criterion of the severity of the shock administered.

In the example just cited the weight of the table is approximately 800 lbs,,

and the force 4400 x 800 = 3,250,000 lbs. The result is, then, that a tri-

ahgular impulse of 3,520,000 lbs. magnitude and a duration of lOOjus operat-

ing on a table of 800 lbs., imparts to that table a velocity of 7 ft./sec.

PART II

Analysis oe the Response

In Part I the origin of the motion of the base has been treated. This mo-

tion of the base can now be represented by a pulse or a displacement as a

function of time. To distinguish the displacement-time function from the

force-time function, we have already suggested the name Whip. Obviously

some of the pulse shapes which were used to represent impulses are not suit-

able as whips. For instance, the square pulse as whip could not exist, since

this would suppose an infinite velocity.

The triangular whip is observed in the medium-high-impact shock ma-

chine. The sine whip may be taken to represent approximately the output

of the light-high-impact machine.

The shifted cosine whip is sometimes used in the motion of cams of auto-

matic equipment.

The problem of shock response is now reduced to the behavior of a mass

and spring system when the base motion is represented by a whip.
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Triangular whip (Fig. 3b). The Laplace transform of this pulse is

Fis) = ^
a /I — e

b \ s

The differential equation for a simple harmonic system is

mx -\- kx= (1)

or

4 + ^ = 0. (2)

If we let the whip operate on this system, then

4 + .T = /(/) = -ri(0 (3)

in which xi{l) represents the displacement of the whip as a function of time.

Let £[.r(0] = X{s)

and

n^m = mo] = m = x^(s)

then

.m = s'Xis) - sm - fiO)

By definition the initial conditions are zero, so that

.m = s'X(s) (4)

The Laplace transform of equation (3) is then

4 X{s) + Xis) = mii)] = X,(s)

or

Now

'' + ^''*
A"(^} = X^{s). (5)

Substituting and rearranging,

2 /l -6a\2
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This is the transform equation. To find .v we use the inverse Laplace

transform and the solution of (7) is

aw

y
7t_ _ s_m.A _ 2 ({±^^ _ ^in .{t - b)\

^^^^ _ ^^
\w- W^ / \ W^ 0)3 /

(7)

The expression u{t — h) simply means that the term to which it is attached

is zero for all values of / < 6.

Let us now consider what this solution consists of.

There are apparently three terms which take effect at successive intervals.

The initial whip can be considered to consist of three different displace-

ments starting at successive times 0, h and 2h. With the displacement of

the base there is a corresponding displacement of the mass m. After the

time h the second term or displacement takes hold and an associated dis-

placement of mass m except that the initial conditions are the end conditions

of the first displacement. After the tune 2b the third displacement enters

and the final result is the displacement-time pulse or whip. To make the

problem somewhat riimpler we introduce the following modifications:

1°. Because the motion is a simple harmonic of known frequency after

the whip has passed we wiU only consider the maximum amphtude.

2°. Only the displacement-time function of the mass 7n during the pulse

interval will be examined.

3°. The dimensional magnitudes of the motion of mass m will be expressed

as ratios of those of the pulse.

If a is the maximum amplitude of the whip, and Tq = 2b its time interval

(usually expressed in milUseconds), then we define

—=5 Amplitude ratio of pulse displacement and response of mass nt dur-

ing pulse interval only.

=- = — = -— —
(f Natural frequency of 7nass m expressed as a

ratio of the pulse length.

Elapsed time expressed as a ratio of the pulse length.
I

'=2b

^ = _^^ Ratio of maximum amplitude to pulse displacement after pulse

interval.

Substituting these values in equation (7) and rearranging we obtain

^ ^ 2, _ ^}^2:!^ _ . ((2. - 1) - ^inx^(2r-l) \
^^^2, ^ 1)

TTip \ Trip /
(8)
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This looks somewhat complicated, but wc can simplify by omitting the last

term, because we are only considering values of 5 during the pulse interval.

.
5 = 2r- '*^ -^'^-^ - 2 ({2r - 1) - «>E5^f2r_-_l)\

^^^^^ _ i) (g)
Tip \ Trip /

A plot of this equation for various values of so is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen

that 8 becomes a maximum when tp is approx. .9 and r is then .75. The dis-

placement is approximately 1.5 times the peak displacement of the whip.

After the whip has passed, or when r > 1, the transient has disappeared

and a steady-state condition exists. Since the sj'stem under consideration

is a simple harmonic system, the steady state is a harmonic motion of fre-

quency w, with an amphtude to he obtained from equation (8). Indicating

the dimensionless \'alues of the amjjlitude by d^ when r > 1, equation 8 may

be written

(10)

5„ = 2r - '^^^^^ - 2 f (2r - 1) - ^^^ ^^^^ " ^^

Tip \ Tip

+ (^2ir - 1) - '

'^^"^^J"^^)
r > 1

After developing (10) and rearranging we obtain

2(1 — cos Tip) . ,, ,-, /,.-.
6„ = ^ sin 7r.r(2T - 1). (11)

T(p

The maximum amplitude is

A = 2(; -Jps_T^
(j2)

ir<p

A plot of equation (12) is shown in Fig. 5. Before considering the action of

this whip in terms of wliat it does to the system, we shall take a brief look at

the analysis of the two other whips; viz., the sine whip and shifted cosine

whip (see Fig. 3).

Sine Whip

We have again equation (3).

-„ -H A- = /(/) = .Vi(/)

and equation (5)

X{s) = Fis)
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DISPLACEMENT DURING PULSE PERIOD . g.

PEAK PULSE AMPLITUDE
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From 1.04

J + Wo

Substituting (13) in (5) we obtain

X(S) = 7J
Oto^ajQ

(/ + a;^)(.^ + eg)
(1 + e-'"""').

(13)

(14)

6
I

1
1 1

0.5 1.0 1.

5

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 A.S 5.0

PULSE LENGTH (INTERVAL) _ j

NATURAL PERIOD OF SYSTEM

Fig. S—MaximLim amplitude as a function of frequency ratio-steady state tri-

angular whip.

The inverse transform gives us

aw'wn
X = -2'

LC — OJl]

Sin wo {i — —)
tUo

yi 1 \ /I
.

{
— sin Wo/ — "" sin o)/ ) + I

" sn
_\W(| W / \Wo

- - sin w(/ - -))"(/.- -)] (15)
W Wo / ^° J

and dividing this into two parts again, the transient and the steady state,

wp find for the transient,

(7ai-wo ri 1 . n
X = -^ —n ~ sin wo/ — ~ sm ut

w — Wo |_wo w J

and substituting the dimensionless quantities

t/wo
' = -•

Ta I

and

we find

Jt/wo

5 = { sin XT — -- sin lir^pr

4v!^
- 1 \ 2ip

(16)
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A plot of this equation as a family of curves for various values of ^ is shown

in Fig. 6. It is noted that, in general, this group of curves resembles those

of Fig. 4 of the triangular whip.

The steady state is

au^Wfi ri
= ~2~-^-z "~ suX =

2 ~i I

" sin wo' — -sintu/

. (17)
1 . X 1

,
'^

\+ - sm Wo (' — " } — ~"sin w (i^ — - }
Wo a?o w wq

and, in dimensionless quantities or expressed as a ratio of the pulse dimen-

sions, we obtain

5„ = j-z^2 ^^^'' '^'^ ''" 27rvj(T - 1). (18)

From (18) it follows that the maximum amplitude of the steady state is

A ^ ^Jt^^lll, (19)

A plot of this curve is shown in Fig. 7.

Shifted Cosine Whip.

The shifted cosine whip produces results of a similar nature. We have

seen that the transform equation for this whip is (1.05)

Using equations (3) and (S) and transferring to dimensionless quantities, in

which

-v 2jr/wo w I (Oat
- = 0, -^ ~ ^ , T = ^—j~ = rT

-

a 1 Wo ZTF/Wo lir

we obtain

6 = YCV—i) ( ^°' ^'^^^ ~~ "^ *^^^ ^'^'^

*^

(21)

— C03 liCipir — 1)»(''' ~ 1) + V' COj 27r(r — 1)/((t — 1^
Since we are interested only in the transient displacement, (21) becomes

^ (1 - C03 l-Kipr) — ^piX - C03 27rr) ,

2(1 - ^^)
^''^

A family of curves showing 5 for various values of tp is shown in Fig. 8.
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ti

DISPLACEMENT DURING PULSE PERIOD _ ^
PEAK PUL5E AMPLITUDE
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The steady state after the transient is (from Eq. 21)

)P' - 1) I20

which reduces to

cos 2Tr^T — <p cos 27rT

— cos l-Kf^T — \) -\- tp COS 2-k{t — 1)

sin TTip . f
.

da = :; , Sm {iTTtpT — rCip).

1 ~ tp^
(23)

2.0

<
II

^^,
5
1-
m
>

lU
o
D

<

a

< 0.4
UJ
a

/
\

<
t- / \
Q

a

<

<
2

/ \
,r"N,

/ \/ \r\/-k\^
,5 2.0 E.5 3.0

PULSE LENGTH (INTERVAL)

NATURAL PERIOD OF SYSTEM

3,5

=

Fig, 7^Maximum amplitude as a function of frequency ration-steady state sine whip.

The maximum ampHtude is

A = Sin -wip

(24)

a plot of which is shown in Fig. 9.

Practical Considerations

Let us now consider the action of these various whips in terms of what

they do to the system. The designer of shockmounts is primarily interested

in the displacement across the mount or the relative displacement of base

and mass.

In Fig. 10 the relative transient displacements for four systems are shown

when subjected to a triangular whip. The natural frequencies are .4, 1.0,

1.5, and 2 times the frequency of the whip. From this it appears that the

maximum relative displacement is approximately equal to the maximum
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whip displacement. It is also observed that the large relative displacements

occur when the frequency of the system is smaller than the pulse frequency.

After the transient has passed, the relative steady-state displacement,

which is of course equal to the absolute, obtains large values too.

From Fig. 5 we note that a maximum of 1.5 is reached for the triangular

whip and up to 1.7 times for the sine whip {see Fig. 7) at a frequency of

approximately | of the whip. Apparently even larger displacements

across the mount occur after the transient has disappeared.

This is illustrated in Fig. 11 for the same systems as in Fig. 10.

As V increases, which means if the frequency of the system increases with

respect to the pulse frequency, the displacements across the mounts diminish,

O O.b 10 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4,0 4,5 5.0

Pulse le^j&th [interval) _ j

NATURAL PERIOD OF SYSTEM

Fig, 9—Maximum amplitude as a function of frequency ralio-steady state shifted

cosine whip.

while on the other hand the acceleration increases as will be shown later ( ee

equation 39).

From this it seems advantageous to select a natural period of the system

at least twice that of the pulse frequency.

The relative displacements are limited by practical considerations, such

as available space between cabinets and bulk head, cable connections, per-

sonnel safety and others.

In the design of Bell Telephone Laboratories radar equipment, the rela-

tive displacement has been held to one-half inch, and the natural frequency

in the neighborhood of 35 to 40 cycles per second or a period of 25 to 30 m.s.

The average of the heaviest shock administered to this type of equipment

has a peak amplitude of 1.5 inch and a time interval of approximately 60 m.s.

From Fig. 5, we find that under these conditions a maximum relative dis-
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Fig. 11—Steady state time dispkcement curves across the mount. Triangular whip.
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placement of .42 times the peak pulse amplitude or approximately | inch

may be expected.

Taking into consideration that the shock mount has been designed with a

certain amount of damping, it is thus possible to hold the relative displace-

ment within the boundaries of its shock-absorbing capacity.

Fig. 12—System with damping.

Viscotis Damping

The fundamental differential equation for a system with damping is (see

Fig. 12).

X + 2fx -\- uTx =

If we let a whip operate on this system we obtain

X + 2(x + co"x = <Jxi(l)

(25)

(26)

However, the sudden displacement of the base also produces an acceleration

of the mass proportional to the velocity. If xi(t) is the displacement then

Xi(t) may be represented to be the velocity and 2(xi(l) the acceleration. We
have, then, for the completed equation

X + 2(x + oT-x = wxi{t) + 2fxi{t)

In the Laplacian terminology, if

xx{i) = F{s)

(27)
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then

xi{t) = sF(s) (initial value being zero)

The Laplace transform of equation (27) is

-V(.)- -^^^±^^F(s). (28)
5^ + 2fs + O}^

The solution of (28) is made easier if it is written in the form

in which

a = f and a' -\- li" = w".

Subjecting this system to a triangular whip, of which the Laplace trans-

form is

we have

the solution of which involves two transform pairs. The inverse transform

gives us a solution of the transient as well as the steady state. It has been

mentioned before that the steady state produces the maximum displace-

ments across the mount; therefore it will be considered in more detail. We
find that the steady state solution is

x,{t) =
^
~ ^-sin 01 + le"" sin 0(1 - b) - ,'"' sin /3(/ - 2b)

j (31)

Which simphfies to

.T«(/) ^ % " Vi^r- + B^) sin (01 - e) (32)

Using dimensioniess quantities

fa J •*^a -

7j = — = - ana — = Oa
0) (13 d

and the substitution

Vi - ^^ = y,

we find that

6/3 — boiy = ir<py
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Equation (32) may now be expressed as

679

in which

and

6„ - — \/(^- + B^) sin (w7/ - e) at > l-^-Kip {ZZ)

tan = -
A

/I - - 1 + le'''-' cos TT^T - e'''^ COS 27r^

B = 2e'''*' sin xip7 — e""

'''"'*

sin lirtpy

(34)

(35)

< 1.6

/~N

/ \ WITHOUT
\ DAMPING

/ \
WITH DAMPING

/„-
--— ^K-^

y
\.-... -1 V^..-^^

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3,0 3.5 4.0 4.5

PULSE LENGTH (INTERVAL) _

NATURAL PERIOD OF SYSTEM " *

Fig. 13—Effect of damping on steady state amplitude for triangular whip.

From equation {^^t) we obtain the maximum displacement

—at

A = — ^1^+ B^ at > 27?T^ (36)
TTlp

in which

« / , ^ , r\
al > 2r]irip

7

V / —1 7 .
—iB

at = -
[ tan -' + tan -

T?

In Fig. 13 a plot of equation (36) is shown for jj = .5. This indicates that

the peak value of A is .24 as compared to 1.48 when no damping is present.

A ccelerations

The transient accelerations of the mass m during the whip action and the

subsequent steady state may be found by examining the acceleration during

the first part of a triangular whip. Designating the velocity of displacement
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of the whip by v the expression for x may be fonned from equation (7) by

setting t < b.

Ota (( _ sin oiA

^2 ~ ~^) '

and, since -r = v

X = vi —
V

sin (jit

whence

X = VCi} sin b}l

and the maximum acceleration is

A = vw

Let

t < b (37)

(38)

(39)

— = Xo then Xo = 1

By proceeding in a similar manner with the next step of the whip the value

of the acceleration ratio will be found to be

Xo = 3

and for the completed whip or steady state

Xo= 4

The expression Aa = Xoi'w is an important factor in shock considerations.

Thus we have a simple relationfor the final maximum amplitude of the periodic

acceleration of the mass m when subjected to a triangular whip; viz., it is

four times the product of whip velocity and natural frequency of the system.

The constant Xo depends upon the configuration of the whip; the velocity

II indicates the intensity of the whip; while oj expresses the kind of response

the system is capable of.

It is of interest to note that^this maximum periodic value of Aq will be pro-

duced only if the ratio of pulse frequency and natural frequency is of the

correct value. It is difficult to produce shocks on existing equipment of

exactly the same characteristics within narrow limits as to time duration

and therefore it must expected that a considerable variation in damage

may occur even though similar shocks are administered to identical test

objects. For the same reason a shock of lower intensity may produce
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more damage than a higher one because impulse amplitude as well as dura-

tion change at the same time.

Although damping is a highly desirable feature in a shock mount, the

damping device may cause a certain amount of coupling between the mass and

the base, and if too much damping is provided the transient acceleration of

the mass may become excessive.

The analysis of this problem by means of the Laplace transforms is not

difficult, for we can use results previously obtained. The transform equa-

tion for a system with damping, subjected to a whip, is

(s + a) + p

in which F(s) represents the transform of the disturbance or excitation.

Since we are interested in the effect of the damping or tj upon the response,

only the first part of the triangular whip will be considered.

In this case

xiii) = vl-

and

SWi(t)\ = F{s) = '-. (41)

Substituting (41) in (40)

Xw2 + 2as) , .

5 1(5 + a) + /3 1

(42)

If X{s) is the transform of .v(/), a displacement, then the acceleration is x{l)

or g(/), (.v(/) = g(0 by definition) and

Substitution in (42) gives

2

j'A'W-2™^-^,^^^, (43)

Now ii^'[5--V(5)l = gif)

so that

g(/) = ^^ S^ - ")' + 3']' C" sin 0/ + ^) (44)
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Fig. 14—-Transient acceleration during initial part of triangular whip.

Letting

and

«W = X

Ui CO

/3 - w Vl - 11^ = 017

Substituting

in which

wt = f'o

-ijflo

7
(45)

tan i/-
— -'IT

1 - 2t?"

Figure 14 is a plot of X against da for various values of ?;. Tt is noted that

for 7/ ^ .5 of critical damping the initial acceleration is equal to the un-

damped, X being one.

The data presented here are also applicable to lon^; duration pulses, be-

cause the final results have been given in dimensionless quantities, the units

of measurement being those of the pulse.

Symbols Used

Mass m
Mass of base wii

Spring stiffness k
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Displacement mass : . .x, x{t)

Displacement base -Vi, xi(l)

Force on base F, F{/)

Velocity of base v

Acceleration of base flo > -i-'i

Acceleration of mass m -i", x(l), g(l)

Maximum acceleration of the mass m Ao

Ao
Maximum acceleration ratio Ao = —

Acceleration ratio X = —
Natural frequency of mass m (circular) to, (So

Circular (angular) displacement ot = 60

Frequency of sinusiode of which pulse consists (not pulse frequency) wo

Peak pulse displacement o

Pulse period (triangular) 2b

TT

(sine pulse)
Wo

2ir

(shifted cosine pulse)

[To

Wo
_

Period of mass m T

displacement during pulse period _ ^ = ^

peak pulse am.plitude a

amplitude steady state _ _

peak pulse amplitude

max. amplitude steady state _ ^
peak pulse amplitude

elapsed time ' _ .

J_
//tt 1/2tt I ^

pulse length (interval) 2b' wo ' wn ' Tu

pulse length (interval) To _
natural period of system T

Damping coefficient A «

C
Critical damping ratio — =7j

w

Transform of x{t) = X(s)

"
XjH) -... X,(s)

" F{1) = Fo{s)

" m = F{s)

f(l) represents any function of /, without reference to its dimensional

magnitude.


